Highlights

• Dynamic interaction between de NFC-technology and the display
• Full integration between NFC and the MagicINFO player
A product from

• Store-to-play content and event triggers
• Measure the customer loyalty, the effects of the campaigns and the success of products

A new solution for interaction between
audience and display
Lift & Learn
The YoYo solution is a Near
Field Communication (NFC)
-tags technology combined with
MagicINFO. This smart signage
solutions allows signage networks
to change with dynamic moments
of contact and makes sure the
interaction between the audience
and the Samsung Smart signage
display is working as requested.
A NFC-reader, a NFC-chip,
MagicINFO Player and YoYo
software combined are the solution
for the Lift & Learn solutions,
suitable for every industry.
New dimensions
The customers in the shops are
able to gain information about the
products in a new way, thanks to
Lift & Learn. It’s really easy, lift
the product and the content that
belongs to this product will appear

on a display. Or you can reverse
the process, which means you
get to see information about the
product if you put it on a selected
place, also known as the landing
zone. Customers can feel and grab
the products, even before they’ve
unpacked it. The combination of
digital signage with Lift & Learn
has the potential to increase the
ROI. The possibilities are endless
and offer a new dimension to product branding and the customer experience.
A display that deals with triggers in a clever way
The YoYo solution is an extra addition to MagicINFO and provides
the information on the Smart Signage display thanks to the event
triggers. The display gets controlled from two sources. From
MagicINFO the display receives information so that it knows which
content has to be shown at which trigger. From the YoYo software,
which gets fed by the NFC-technology, it received the trigger.
The content gets created in the MagicINFO Web Author and
gets controlled from the MagicINFO interface. The content and
the triggers are store-to-play.
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YoYo solution for Lift & Learn
A new solution for interaction between audience and display
v
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A full YoYo solution consists of:
• MagicINFO Premium Cloud or licenses
• YoYo device
• Samsung Smart Signage display with (minimal)
a MagicINFO S5 player *
• NFC-chip and NFC-reader*
• Installation on local network, no internet required

WAN/ LAN

MagicINFO
Server

Yoyo
configurator

Features:
• Show images or videos

• Collect reports and statistics
• Store-to-play content and event triggers

Measurable results
All information that comes in with the NFC-technology
gets tracked and creates interesting statistics.
By doing this, you can see how often a product gets
lifted, the duration and the time of the lift. This provides
insights in the popularity of products and besides
that it also shows how valuable A/B testing is. All
triggers get registered. The software provides all the
information, now it’s up to you what you do with this
key data!

ScreenCom is a digital signage service provider specialized in MagicINFO, distributor of licenses
and additional services. Bringing creativity and technique together into a solid signage solution.
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